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Events with passion and devotion
Blue DMC is a full service destination management company based in
Istanbul. We are a dedicated and experienced team of professionals
speaking English, French, Italian with 30 years of experience and we are
your full solution partner to create the most memorable and inspiring
events, meetings, conferences and congresses.

With 30 years of experience in organizing events all around Turkey. Serving
an international clientele from 5 continents and 70 countries, we have
organized more than 600 events for over 100,000 guests.
We are proud and delighted to provide you with full DMC services in Turkey.

WHY BLUE DMC
Passionate and Dedicated
❖ A passionate, dedicated and flexible team who listens intently
from the outset to understand your needs in depth.
❖ We have a high level understanding of your culture, speaking
multiple languages (English, French, Italian).
❖ Proactive partner who will work as an extension of your own
team.
❖ Dedicated with great operational experience on the ground
making your life easy 24/7.

Creative, Innovative and Cool
❖ By choosing us you have a team of experts who love to think
out of the box. This as a lifestyle rather than a daily routine for
us.
❖ Constantly exploring, experiencing and deliberating authentic
ideas for fresh and novel concepts.
❖ Always following the latest trends and innovations in the
industry

WHY BLUE DMC
Easily Reachable, Knowledgeable, Prompt and Practical
❖ Always available. We aim for a 2 hours response time for general
inquiries. We aim for a turnaround time of no more than 48 hours
from RFP for tailor – made, detailed and inspiring proposals.
❖ Possessing in- depth local knowledge mined from 30 years of
experience that can not be replicated from a search engine !
❖ Disciplined, prompt, practical and solution oriented ideas.

Experienced and up to date
❖ Having the most up to date and detailed information on the
destination.
❖ Innovative technology and efficient strategic planning.
❖ Working and planning on a timeline, loyal to deadlines.
❖ Thinking one step forward and organising accordingly.
❖ A comprehensive pre-event planning followed by a smooth
execution.

WHY BLUE DMC
Solid and Reliable
❖ Best quality and cost effective procurement.
❖ Strong long term relationships with local suppliers built through
experience utilising buying power and smooth contractual period
to protect clients’ needs and rights.
❖ Solid and strong financial structure and reliable financial
management.

Transparent, Straight Forward
❖ Transparent planning, budgeting, contracting and financing phase.
❖ An equally transparent post event period with detailed debriefing
and financial summary.
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OUR KEY DESTINATIONS

ISTANBUL
ANTALYA
BODRUM

CAPPADOCIA

our world is colorful !

our world is colorful !

CONTACT DETAILS

Inonu Caddesi, Miralay Sefik Bey Sokak. No: 5 D: 12 Gumussuyu – Istanbul
T: + 90 212 251 88 80
bluedmc@bluedmc.com www.bluedmc.com

Representation UK
MM and COMPANY
David J. Marks
T: +44 (0) 208 962 9562
M: +44 (0) 7710 031475
sales@mm-and-company.co.uk
www.mm-and-company.co.uk

Representation FRANCE
SAFRAN RP
Joëlle VIALLET
T: +33 (0) 1 45 04 75 45
M: +33 (0) 6 62 21 40 49
joelle.viallet@safranrp.com
www.safranrp.com

Representation
SOUTH AFRICA
Heidi Angell -Schau
T: +27 11 467 14 24
M: +27 082 802 0198
heidi@worldview.co.za
www.worldview.co.za

BlueDmc is an affiliation of Potencial Travel
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